Some personality traits, including novelty seeking, are good predictors of vulnerability to stress-related mood disorders in both humans and rodents. While high-novelty-seeking rats [high responders (HRs)] are vulnerable to the induction of depressive-like symptoms by social defeat stress, low-novelty-seeking rats [low responders (LRs)] are not. Here, we show that such individual differences are critically regulated by hippocampal BDNF. While LR animals exhibited an increase in BDNF levels following social defeat, HR individuals did not. This difference in hippocampal BDNF expression promoted the vulnerability of HR and the resilience of LR rats. Indeed, preventing activation of BDNF signaling by infusing the BDNF scavenger TrkB-Fc into the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus of LR rats led to social defeat-induced social avoidance, whereas its activation in HR rats by the TrkB agonist 7,8-dihydroxyflavone promoted social approach. Along with the changes in BDNF expression following defeat, we report in LR animals a downregulation of the inactive BDNF receptor TrkB.T1, associated with an activation of CREB through Akt-mediated signaling, but not MSK1-mediated signaling. In HR animals, none of these molecules were affected by social defeat. Importantly, the BDNF upregulation involved an epigenetically controlled transcription of bdnf exon VI, associated with a coherent regulation of relevant epigenetic factors. Altogether, our data support the importance of hippocampal BDNF regulation in response to stressful events. Moreover, we identify a specific and adaptive regulation of bdnf exon VI in the hippocampus as a critical regulator of stress resilience, and strengthen the importance of epigenetic factors in mediating stressinduced adaptive and maladaptive responses in different individuals.
Introduction
Depression is a debilitating disorder affecting many aspects of the human personality and is characterized by high individual variability in both the sensitivity to treatment and vulnerability to develop symptoms (Warden et al., 2007) . It therefore becomes critical to consider such individual differences in the etiology of depression. Several clinical reports indicate that personality traits, including novelty seeking, can be used to predict further vulnerability to mood disorders (Josefsson et al., 2011; Black et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2012) . The social defeat stress is an ethologically relevant model of depression with good face, construct, and predictive validity (Björkqvist, 2001; Nestler and Hyman, 2010) , which allows the discrimination of vulnerable and resilient animals . However, only a few animal models have been developed for studying basal variability in personality traits as predictors of vulnerability to depression.
In response to the mild stress of a novel environment, rats exhibit either high rates [high responders (HRs)] or low rates [low responders (LR)] of exploratory locomotion (Piazza et al., 1989) . We recently established that HR animals exhibited a higher vulnerability to social defeat-induced anhedonia, reduction in body weight gain, contextual fear, and social avoidance, compared with LR rats (Duclot et al., 2011) , together with an impaired neuroendocrine response (Calvo et al., 2011) . Although a differential regulation of histone acetylation was detected in the hippocampus , the molecular mechanisms linking novelty seeking and higher vulnerability to social defeat remain unclear.
In rodents, chronic social stress downregulates brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) transcription in the hippocampus (Haenisch et al., 2009; Komatsu et al., 2011) through an increase in repressive histone methylation (Tsankova et al., 2006) . Moreover, classic antidepressants increase hippocampal BDNF levels (Nibuya et al., 1995) , which exerts antidepressant effects (Shirayama et al., 2002; Hoshaw et al., 2005) . Antidepressants can also reverse the bdnf downregulation induced by social defeat through enhancement of histone acetylation at bdnf promoters (Tsankova et al., 2006)-an observation supported by the reported antidepressant effects of histone deacetylase inhibitors . Importantly, BDNF regulation after stress has been suggested as an important mediator of vulnerability and resilience. While higher BDNF levels in the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) promote vulnerability to social defeat in mice , higher BDNF levels in the hippocampus promote resilience to a chronic mild stress (CMS; Bergström et al., 2008; Taliaz et al., 2011) . Furthermore, disruption in long-term BDNF adaptations in the hippocampus is associated with social defeat-induced vulnerability to subsequent stress (Blugeot et al., 2011) . Together, these data establish BDNF as a critical regulator of stress resilience, but its exact role in vulnerability to social defeat and the underlying mechanisms remain unknown.
We therefore investigated whether differences in BDNF response mediated the individual differences in vulnerability to social defeat by analyzing the regulation of bdnf and its specific transcripts in the hippocampus of LR and HR animals following social defeat. After testing whether a hippocampal modulation of BDNF signaling would control vulnerability or resilience, we uncovered coordinated but local epigenetic correlates.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Eight-week-old male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 250 -275 g (Charles River Laboratories), randomly pair-housed, were used in this study. As the measurement of locomotor activity in response to novelty was performed 5 d after reception at the vivarium, and to avoid any additional social stress due to further modification of cagemates, the distribution of HR/LR phenotypes among cages was random, and both animals of one pair received the same treatment, i.e., defeated or not. Additionally, vasectomized male Long-Evans rats weighing 325-350 g were pair-housed with a normal cycling female to enhance territorial behavior and aggressiveness. These Long-Evans males served as the resident attackers during the social defeat procedure and were chosen for consistent aggressive behavior. Before each social defeat session, the resident's mate was transferred to another cage. Rats were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights off at 7:00 P.M.) with food and water available ad libitum except during testing. All experiments were performed during the first 5 h of the light phase of the light/dark cycle, in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee of Florida State University and National Institutes of Health guidelines.
Locomotor activity and determination of HR/LR phenotype. After 5 d of habituation to the vivarium and handling, the locomotor response to a novel environment was measured using circular activity chambers (Med Associates Inc.), and was used for the classification into HR and LR groups as previously described (Duclot et al., 2011) .
Social defeat procedure. The social defeat stress was performed as previously described (Duclot et al., 2011) . Briefly, Sprague Dawley males (intruders) were exposed to one [acute (A)] or four [repeated (R)] defeat sessions in the home cage of an aggressive Long-Evans male rat (resident), consisting of 5 min of physical contact, followed by 10 min of full sensorial interaction while protected in a wire-mesh cage. Nondefeated control animals (N) were placed for 15 min in a soiled, empty cage of an unfamiliar Long-Evans rat. To avoid any potential effects between defeated animals and nondefeated cagemates, individuals in the same cage received the same treatments.
Social approach and avoidance test. One week after the last defeat session, the social avoidance (Berton et al., 2006) was measured as described previously (Duclot et al., 2011) . Briefly, the test consisted of three consecutive 5 min sessions, where the animal was placed in a squared openfield arena first empty, then containing an empty wire mesh cage ("no target"), and finally containing a caged unfamiliar Long-Evans rat ("target"). The time spent in an interaction zone delineated around the cage, as well as the mean distance to the cage, was measured using an automated video tracking system (Ethovision XT 8.0, Noldus Information Technology).
Cannula implantation. Animals were anesthetized with a ketamine (70 mg/kg)/xylazine (10 mg/kg) mix, placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, and bilaterally implanted with stainless steel guide cannulae aimed to the dentate gyrus (DG) using the following previously described coordinates (Carrier and Kabbaj, 2012) : Ϫ4.3 mm anteroposterior, Ϯ3.0 mm lateral, and Ϫ3.7 mm dorsoventral, relative to bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 1998) . At the end of the surgery, stainless steel stylets were placed in the guide cannulae, protruding 1 mm below the end of the cannulae. To avoid clogging of the cannulae, the stylets were replaced daily over the course of 2 weeks, thereby habituating animals to the procedure and limiting stress induced by the manipulations.
Drug infusions. The recombinant TrkB-Fc chimera (R&D Systems) was dissolved in PBS, pH 7.4, as stock, and diluted to a final concentration of 0.5 g/l in a mixture of PBS and artificial CSF (aCSF; 1:1 v/v) containing 0.1% BSA, as previously described (Wang et al., 2007) . The same mixture of PBS/aCSF containing 0.1% BSA was used as a vehicle control for TrkB-Fc. The selective TrkB agonist 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (7,8-DHF; TCI America) was dissolved in 17% DMSO-PBS as stock, and further diluted with aCSF to a final concentration of 10 M immediately before each infusion (0.02% final DMSO), as previously described (Zeng et al., 2011) . aCSF containing 0.02% DMSO was used as a vehicle control for 7,8-DHF. Injections were made with a 27-gauge needle that extended 1 mm below the guide cannula into the target area, in an injection volume of 2 l per side over 2 min. The injectors were left in place for 2 additional minutes after the end of the injection to ensure optimum diffusion and minimize the distribution of the compound upward on the cannula tract. The TrkB-Fc chimera protein and 7,8-DHF were injected 30 min and 2 h before the beginning of each defeat session, respectively. All doses and times of injection were chosen based on previous in vivo and in vitro studies (Wang et al., 2007; Jang et al., 2010; Mizoguchi et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2011; Devi and Ohno, 2012) . At the end of the experiment, placement of all cannulae was verified, and subjects with misplaced cannulae were excluded from data analysis.
RNA and protein levels analysis. Two hours and 30 min or 6 h after the last defeat session, animals were killed by decapitation, the brain was removed, and the dorsal hippocampi were tissue punched. Total RNA and proteins were extracted using the TRI-Reagent protocol according to the manufacturer's instructions (Molecular Research Center). A quantity of 0.5 g of total RNA was processed for complementary DNA synthesis and then was analyzed by semi-quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) as previously described , with normalization to the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase gene. All reactions were performed in triplicate, and their specificity was verified by melting curve analysis and subsequent separation on a 2% agarose gel. All primer sequences used in this study are listed in Table 1 .
Following separation on 12% SDS polyacrylamide gels, proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and incubated with the following primary antibodies targeting: p-AKT (ser473), Akt, p-MSK1 (ser376), CREB, pTrkB (Tyr516), total-TrkB, p-ERK1/2, and total-ERK1/2 (purchased from Cell Signaling Technology); MSK1 (purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology); and p-CREB (ser133; purchased from Millipore). After incubation with goat anti-rabbit IR Dye 680LT or goat anti-mouse IR Dye 800CW fluorescent secondary antibodies, the membranes were visualized using an Odyssey infrared imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences). The specific signal was quantified using NIH ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) and normalized within the same membrane to the relative nonphosphorylated form of the protein.
BDNF contents measured by ELISA. Two hours and 30 min or 6 h after the last defeat encounter, animals were killed by decapitation; the brains were quickly removed and snap frozen; and the dorsal hippocampi were tissue punched. All punches from both hemispheres were separated equally into two different tubes, while mixing both hemispheres, and stored at Ϫ80°C until being processed. One tube was therefore used for RNA extraction (see above), and the other tube for the measurement of BDNF contents. BDNF protein contents were measured using a conventional two-site ELISA (BDNF Emax immunoassay, Promega), following the manufacturer's recommendations for the measurement of free mature BDNF, and with minor modifications as previously described (Givalois et al., 2004) . The assay sensitivity was 15 pg/well, and the cross-reactivity with other related neurotrophic factors was Ͻ3%. The intraassay and interassay coefficients of variation were 3% and 6%, respectively. To confirm the specific measurement of the mature form of the protein, proteins extracted from the same animals (the other half of the dorsal hippocampus) were analyzed by Western blot using an antibody detecting both the pro-BDNF and mature BDNF (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).
Chromatin immunoprecipitation. After cross-linking with 1% formaldehyde, chromatin was sheared using a Branson digital sonifier 250 to fragments of 200 -500 bp. Immunoprecipitation was realized overnight at 4°C with an antibody directed against histone H3 dimethylated on the lysine residue 4 (H3K4me 2 ; Abcam), histone H3 acetylated on the lysine residues 9 and 14 (AcK9K14H3) or dimethylated on the lysine residue 9 (H3K9me 2 ; Millipore). After washes, elution from beads, and reversal of the cross-link, immunoprecipitated DNA was purified and analyzed in triplicate by qRT-PCR with an internal standard curve prepared from pooled input samples. The primers used in this study are listed in Table 1 . Specific enrichment versus DNA immunoprecipitated with normal rabbit IgG (Millipore) was verified for each antibody. Each sample was normalized with the respective input value, and data were expressed as a percentage of LR-N animals.
Measurement of DNA methylation. Following genomic DNA extraction from dorsal hippocampus punches, the methylation status at the bdnf promoter 6 was measured via direct bisulfite DNA sequencing PCR, as previously described (Zhao et al., 2005; Niculescu et al., 2006; Roth et al., 2011) . Following bisulfite conversion using an Epitect bisulfite kit (Qiagen), DNA was amplified by primers designed using the Methyl Primer Express software (Applied Biosystems), targeting a CpG-rich region within the bdnf promoter 6 that included the transcription start site (NW_047673.1; see Table 1 for primers sequences). PCR products were then separated on an agarose gel, purified using a gel extraction kit (Sigma-Aldrich), and sequenced using the reverse primer at the Florida State University DNA sequencing facility of the Department of Biological Sciences. Sequencing traces were then analyzed as previously described (Jiang et al., 2010a) . Briefly, the percentage of methylation of each CpG site was calculated from the ratio between the peak values of C and T (C/[CϩT]), determined using the Chromas software. Complete bisulfite conversion of unmethylated cytosine was verified on the chromatograms as all cytosine from nonCpG sites were converted to thymidine. Moreover, to confirm the accuracy and sensitivity of the procedure, rat methylated standards (EpigenDx) were processed in parallel and analyzed as described above. The standard curve thus generated confirmed a proportional increase of the calculated methylation percentage with the expected methylation rate (R 2 ϭ 0.995, slope ϭ 1.070). Statistical analyses. The mean distance to the cage and time spent in the interaction zone during the social approach and avoidance test were analyzed within the same phenotype (HR or LR, separately) using a two-way ANOVA for repeated measures with "drug" [vehicle (Veh)-Fc/ TrkB-Fc in LR, and Veh-DHF/7,8-DHF in HR] as the independent factor, and "session" (no target/target) as the within-groups factor. All other data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA with HR/LR, and social defeat (or time) as the independent factor. All ANOVAs were followed, when appropriate, by a Student-Newman-Keuls and Scheffé's post hoc tests correcting for multiple comparisons, with a significance threshold of p Ͻ 0.05. In all cases, both post hoc tests yielded the same conclusion (significant or not significant), but only the Scheffé's p value is reported throughout the article. Additionally, rats' locomotion in the first session of the social approach and avoidance test was analyzed with unpaired two-tailed t tests. All statistical analyses were performed using the StatView software (SAS Institute). 
Results

Social defeat induces an increase in BDNF levels in the hippocampus of LR but not HR animals
Previously, we showed that high-novelty-seeking animals (HRs) have a higher vulnerability to four to six sessions of social defeat, compared with low-novelty-seeking animals (LRs; Calvo et al., 2011; Duclot et al., 2011) . To elucidate the underlying molecular events, LR and HR animals underwent one (A) or four (R) defeat sessions, and the pan-BDNF mRNA and protein levels were measured 2 h and 30 min later in the hippocampus.
At baseline, nondefeated HR animals had higher pan-BDNF mRNA levels than their LR counterparts (ϩ16%, p ϭ 0.022). Interestingly, LR animals showed an increase in response to both acute and repeated defeat (A: ϩ39%, p ϭ 0.005; R: ϩ33%, p ϭ 0.005), whereas HR individuals did not (two-way ANOVA: F (1,25) ϭ 3.84, p ϭ 0.061 for HR/LR; F (2,25) ϭ 4.63, p ϭ 0.019 for defeat; and F (2,25) ϭ 6.55, p ϭ 0.005 for the interaction; Fig. 1a ). Furthermore, although higher than in LR animals at baseline, hippocampal BDNF protein contents remained unaffected by the repeated defeat procedure in HR animals (two-way ANOVA: F (1,33) ϭ 6.15, p ϭ 0.018 for HR/LR; F (2,33) ϭ 1.70, p ϭ 0.198 for defeat; and F (2,33) ϭ 1.68, p ϭ 0.201 for the interaction; Fig. 1b) . In LR animals, however, we observed a trend for increased BDNF protein levels following repeated social stress 6 h following the last defeat exposure ( p ϭ 0.105).
Individual differences in BDNF response mediate the vulnerability to social defeat
In the previous experiments, we showed that LR animals, but not HR animals, exhibited an increase in both BDNF mRNA and protein levels (although significant only for mRNA levels). Since antidepressants seem to have their beneficial effects through an increase in hippocampal BDNF contents (Nibuya et al., 1995; Shirayama et al., 2002; Yan et al., 2010) , we hypothesized that the BDNF upregulation observed in LR animals following repeated social defeat is adaptive and mediates their behavioral resilience. HR rats, lacking such protective upregulation of BDNF, would thus be vulnerable to repeated social defeat. We therefore asked whether preventing BDNF signaling in LR animals would promote, while activating BDNF signaling in HR animals would reverse vulnerability to a repeated social defeat procedure. Importantly, the DG subregion of the hippocampus plays a major role for BDNF-mediated stress resilience and antidepressant response (Adachi et al., 2008; Taliaz et al., 2010; Taliaz et al., 2011) . To prevent BDNF signaling, TrkB-Fc was infused into the DG of LR animals before each defeat session. TrkB-FC is a fusion protein acting as a BDNF scavenger. Conversely, HR rats were infused with the selective TrkB agonist 7,8-DHF (Jang et al., 2010; into the DG before each defeat session. Then, vulnerability to the effects of the repeated defeat procedure was assessed 1 week after the last defeat session using the social approach and avoidance test (Fig. 2a) .
None of the treatments affected rats' locomotion in the test arena (3687 Ϯ 316 cm for LR-Veh; 3865 Ϯ 374 cm for LR-Fc; unpaired t test: t (9) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ 0.722; 3928 Ϯ 270 cm for HR-Veh, and 4688 Ϯ 468 cm for HR-DHF, t (11) ϭ 1.46, p ϭ 0.172). In LR rats, although no main effect of the session (no target or target) was observed, animals treated with TrkB-Fc before each social defeat exposure stayed further away from the social target (cage containing an unfamiliar Long-Evans, target session) than VehFc-treated rats (two-way repeated-measures ANOVA: F (1,9) ϭ 7.86, p ϭ 0.021 for drug; F (1,9) ϭ 1.95, p ϭ 0.196 for session; and F (1,9) ϭ 7.40, p ϭ 0.024 for the interaction; Fig. 2c ). Although it did not reach significance, we observed a similar trend when measuring the time spent in the interaction zone, with TrkB-Fctreated LR rats tending to spend less time in the interaction zone than Veh-Fc-treated LR animals (two-way repeated-measures ANOVA: F (1,9) ϭ 4.81, p ϭ 0.056 for drug; F (1,9) ϭ 1.96, p ϭ 0.195 for session; and F (1,9) ϭ 2.68, p ϭ 0.136 for the interaction; Fig.  2d ). In HR rats, treatment with 7,8-DHF before each social defeat session significantly improved the social approach behavior compared with Veh-DHF-treated animals, measured by a reduced distance to the cage (Fig. 2e ) and more time spent in the interaction zone (Fig. 2f ) during the target session (two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA: mean distance to the cage: F (1,11) ϭ 2.42, p ϭ 0.148 for drug; F (1,11) Ͻ 1 for session; and F (1,11) ϭ 7.36, p ϭ 0.020 for the interaction; time in interaction zone: F (1,11) ϭ 5.55, p ϭ 0.038 for drug; F (1,11) Ͻ 1 for session; and F (1,11) ϭ 6.24, p ϭ 0.029 for the interaction). These data demonstrate that preventing the activation of BDNF signaling in the DG of LR animals promotes vulnerability to social defeat, whereas its activation in the DG of HR animals promotes resilience. This observation therefore indicates that the BDNF upregulation observed in the hippocampus of LR animals mediated their resilience to a repeated exposure to social defeat.
Social defeat activates TrkB-Akt-CREB signaling pathway in LR rats, but not in HR rats
In the hippocampus, most antidepressant treatments increase BDNF expression, which also exerts potent antidepressant effects by itself (Duman and Monteggia, 2006) . Moreover, the activation of BDNF downstream targets upon binding to its receptors is required for its therapeutic effects (Saarelainen et al., 2003) . We therefore asked whether the BDNF upregulation observed in LR animals following social defeat would activate BDNF down- Figure 1 . HR and LR animals exhibit individual differences in BDNF mRNA and protein levels in the hippocampus at baseline and in response to social defeat. a, HR and LR animals were exposed to one (A) or four social defeat sessions (R), or to an empty cage of a Long-Evans rat (N), and were killed 2 h and 30 min later for analysis of BDNF mRNA by real-time PCR. b, HR and LR animals were exposed to an empty Long-Evans rat cage (N) or to four defeat sessions and were killed 2 h and 30 min (2h30) or 6 h after the end of the last defeat session. Half of the dorsal hippocampus was used for measuring BDNF protein contents by ELISA (b). The number of animals per group (n ϭ 4 -10) is shown within columns, and data are presented as the mean Ϯ SEM. Data were analyzed with a two-way ANOVA with HR/LR and defeat, or time in b, as independent factors, followed by Scheffé's post hoc test where appropriate. *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, and ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus LR-N, †p Ͻ 0.05 versus LR-R, Scheffé's post hoc test.
stream signaling. Binding of BDNF to the full-length isoform of its high-affinity receptor TrkB (TrkB.FL) triggers internal autophosphorylation events, leading to the phosphorylation of the transcription factor CREB, which in turn promotes neuronal survival and plasticity (Cunha et al., 2010) . Several intracellular cascades are activated, including PI3K-Akt, or MAPK with activation of MSK1 (Arthur et al., 2004) . BDNF can also bind a truncated, inactive, TrkB splice variant (TrkB.T1) that can act as dominant-negative inhibitor of BDNF signaling by forming heterodimers with the active TrkB.FL isoform (Haapasalo et al., 2002) .
TrkB.FL mRNA levels showed a similar profile of regulation in both LR and HR animals with only a trend to an increase 2 h and 30 min following acute defeat (F (1,35) Ͻ 1 for HR/LR; F (2,35) ϭ 4.76, p ϭ 0.015 for defeat; and F (2,35) Ͻ 1 for the interaction; Fig.  3a) . However, HR and LR animals presented with a differential regulation of TrkB.T1 following social defeat, but not at baseline (F (1,37) ϭ 2.03, p ϭ 0.163 for HR/LR; F (2,37) ϭ 1.67, p ϭ 0.201 for defeat; and F (2,37) ϭ 3.38, p ϭ 0.045 for the interaction; Fig. 3a) . Indeed, LR rats exhibited a reduction in TrkB.T1 mRNA levels following defeat (significant only in the repeated paradigm), whereas HR rats did not. Interestingly, when comparing the ratio of the active over the inactive TrkB isoform (FL/T1), acute defeat increased it in both LR and HR rats (Fig. 3a) . Following repeated defeat, however, only LR rats showed a trend to a higher FL/T1 ratio compared with both nondefeated LR rats and repeatedly defeated HR rats (F (1,32) ϭ 3.08, p ϭ 0.089 for HR/LR; F (2,32) ϭ 10.7, p ϭ 0.0003 for defeat; and F (2,32) ϭ 1.53, p ϭ 0.232 for the interaction; Fig. 3a) . These data suggest that in addition to enhancing BDNF expression, social defeat reduces the dominantnegative regulation produced by TrkB.T1 in LR rats, thereby promoting greater TrkB.FL availability and increased BDNF signaling.
Accordingly, we observed a significant increase in TrkB phosphorylation in LR animals 6 h following repeated defeat, when both bdnf exon VI mRNA and BDNF protein levels were increased in LR animals. In HR rats, although higher than LR animals at baseline, TrkB phosphorylation remained unaffected by the social defeat exposure (F (1,19) Ͻ 1 for strain; F (1,19) ϭ 4.34, p ϭ 0.0509 for defeat; and F (1,19) ϭ 7.86, p ϭ 0.0113 for the interaction; Fig. 3c ). Moreover, TrkB phosphorylation levels following repeated defeat were negatively correlated to the locomotor response of the animals in a novel environment (r ϭ Ϫ0.619, p ϭ 0.0317, R 2 ϭ 0.384), used to determine the HR/LR phenotype, and predicts subsequent vulnerability to social defeat (Duclot et al., 2011) .
Although no individual differences were detected at baseline, we observed a significant phosphorylation of Akt following repeated defeat in LR rats only (F (1,33) ϭ 8.33, p ϭ 0.007 for HR/LR; F (2,33) ϭ 1.74, p ϭ 0.191 for defeat; and F (2,33) ϭ 2.43, p ϭ 0.103 Figure 2 . Individual differences in BDNF regulation in response to social defeat mediate the vulnerability to the development of depressive-like symptoms. The extracellular BDNF scavenger TrkB-Fc, or the selective TrkB agonist 7,8-DHF, was infused into the dentate gyrus of LR or HR animals, respectively, before each defeat session of a repeated social defeat paradigm. Their respective vulnerability to the defeat procedure was assessed 1 week after the last defeat encounter by using the social approach and avoidance test (SAA). a, Experimental timeline. b, Representative tracks acquired by the video tracking system when a wire-mesh cage (gray box) containing an unfamiliar Long-Evans rat (target session) was introduced in the arena. The inner rectangle represents the interaction zone. c-f, Mean distance in centimeters to the cage (c, e) and total time spent in the interaction zone (d, f ) during the no target and target sessions for LR (c, d) and HR rats (e, f ). The number of animals per group (n ϭ 5-7) is shown within columns, and data are presented as the mean Ϯ SEM. Data were analyzed with a repeated-measures two-way ANOVA with HR/LR as the independent factor, and session (no target or target) as the within-groups factor. *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, Scheffé's post hoc test. Fc, TrkB-Fc chimera protein; DHF, 7,8-DHF; Veh-Fc, vehicle for TrkB-Fc; Veh-DHF, vehicle for 7,8-DHF.
for the interaction; Fig. 3b ). No individual differences and no stress effects were detected for the phosphorylation of MSK1, suggesting that the MAPK pathway might not be involved (F (1,36) ϭ 6.78, p ϭ 0.013 for HR/LR; F (2,36) Ͻ 1 for defeat; and F (2,36) ϭ 2.33, p ϭ 0.112 for the interaction; Fig. 3b ). In support, ERK1 and ERK2 phosphorylation was not affected in LR animals 2 h and 30 min following repeated defeat [phosphorylated ERK1 (pERK1)/ERK1: LR-N, 100 Ϯ 6.83%; LR-R, 86.9 Ϯ 8.02%; un- Fig. 3d ). In line with bdnf mRNA and protein levels, the analysis of CREB phosphorylation revealed individual differences both at baseline and in response to social defeat (Fig. 3b ). While HR rats had higher baseline CREB phosphorylation than LR rats, CREB was phosphorylated following repeated defeat only in LR rats (two-way ANOVA: F (1,34) ϭ 7.41, p ϭ 0.010 for HR/LR; F (2,34) Ͻ 1 for defeat; and F (2,34) ϭ 1.12, p ϭ 0.339 for the interaction; Fig. 3b ). HR and LR rats therefore display marked individual differences regarding the activation of BDNF signaling. LR animals responded to a repeated defeat procedure with lower inactive TrkB.T1 receptor mRNA compared with the active TrkB.FL isoform, associated with a marked increase in TrkB phosphorylation (ϩ113%), which is an indicator of BDNF release. Such TrkB activation subsequently activates an intracellular signaling pathway involving Akt and CREB, which promotes neuronal survival and plasticity. HR animals, despite a higher phosphorylation of TrkB and CREB at baseline, failed to present with such a response to social defeat.
Social defeat induces an exon-specific regulation of the bdnf gene
From our previous observations, HR and LR animals exhibit a differential BDNF regulation mediating their vulnerability or resilience to social defeat. To investigate the underlying molecular mechanisms, we conducted an analysis of the hippocampal bdnf gene regulation at baseline, and at 2 h and 30 min following social defeat. In rodents, as in humans, the bdnf gene is composed of several noncoding exons, each one regulated by its own promoter and responding to different stimuli (Aid et al., 2007) . We therefore analyzed the respective regulation of several bdnf transcripts, namely, exons I, IV, VI, and IXa, based on their high abundance in the rat hippocampus, as well as their ability to be regulated by neuronal activity, antidepressant treatments, and social defeat (Tsankova et al., 2004 (Tsankova et al., , 2006 Aid et al., 2007) .
While neither exon I (two-way ANOVA: F (1,39) ϭ 1.14, p ϭ 0.292 for HR/LR; F (2,39) ϭ 2.09, p ϭ 0.137 for defeat; and F (2,39) ϭ 2.18, p ϭ 0.126 for the interaction; Fig. 4b ) nor exon IXa (two-way ANOVA: F (1,36) ϭ 1.03, p ϭ 0.316 for HR/LR; F (2,36) ϭ 1.91, p ϭ 0.162 for defeat; and F (2,36) Ͻ 1 for the interaction; Fig.  4a ) were significantly affected by the HR/LR phenotype or exposure to social defeat, individual differences were observed for exons IV and VI. Although HR animals showed lower exon IV mRNA levels than LR individuals at baseline, both phenotypes exhibited a similar profile of upregulation following defeat, which was more pronounced after an acute exposure (two-way . HR and LR animals exhibit individual differences in the regulation of BDNF mRNA transcripts in the hippocampus at baseline, and in response to social defeat. a, HR and LR animals were exposed to one (A) or four social defeat sessions (R), or to an empty cage of a Long-Evans rat (N), and were killed 2 h and 30 min later for analysis of BDNF mRNA transcripts I, IV, VI, and IXa (named exons I, IV, VI, and IXa) by real-time PCR. b, HR and LR animals were exposed to an empty Long-Evans rat cage or to four defeat sessions and were killed 2 h and 30 min or 6 h after the end of the last defeat session. Half of the dorsal hippocampus was used for measuring mRNA levels of the BDNF exon VI transcript (b). The number of animals per group (n ϭ 4 -11) is shown within the columns, and the data are presented as the mean Ϯ SEM. Data were analyzed with a two-way ANOVA with HR/LR and defeat as independent factors, followed by Scheffé's post hoc test where appropriate. ANOVA: F (1,39) ϭ 1.28, p ϭ 0.264 for HR/LR; F (2,39) ϭ 12.26, p Ͻ 0.001 for defeat; and F (2,39) ϭ 1.67, p ϭ 0.201 for the interaction; Fig. 4a ). Interestingly, the exon VI mRNA level analysis revealed a profile of regulation similar to the pan-BDNF mRNA levels. Indeed, while HR animals had higher exon VI mRNA levels than their LR counterpart at baseline (ϩ17%), only LR animals presented with an upregulation following social defeat, to the same extent as pan-BDNF (A: ϩ23%; R: ϩ33%; two-way ANOVA: F (1,34) ϭ 4.48, p ϭ 0.042 for HR/LR; F (2,34) ϭ 1.04, p ϭ 0.363 for defeat; and F (2,34) ϭ 5.23, p ϭ 0.010 for the interaction; Fig. 4a ). Therefore, exon VI mRNA expression appears to be the main contributor to the differential regulation of pan-BDNF mRNA levels measured between HR and LR rats. Interestingly, in repeatedly defeated LR rats, the bdnf exon VI mRNA upregulation was maintained for at least 6 h after the last defeat session, while it remained unaffected in HR rats (two-way ANOVA: F (1,42) ϭ 2.79, p ϭ 0.102 for HR/LR; F (2,42) ϭ 1.52, p ϭ 0.230 for defeat; and F (2,42) ϭ 7.26, p ϭ 0.002 for the interaction; Fig. 4b ). This suggests that bdnf regulation in HR rats is absent, rather than delayed. Moreover, the bdnf exon VI transcripts levels at 2 h and 30 min, and up to 6 h following repeated social defeat, were negatively correlated with the locomotor score in a novel environment (r ϭ Ϫ0.608, p ϭ 0.0125, R 2 ϭ 0.37 at the 2 h and 30 min time point; r ϭ Ϫ0.580, p ϭ 0.0480, R 2 ϭ 0.336 at the 6 h time point; data not shown). Individual differences in response to a novel environment therefore predict subsequent hippocampal levels of bdnf exon VI transcript following repeated social defeat.
Altogether, these data reveal individual differences in the regulation of hippocampal BDNF between HR and LR rats. Despite having lower BDNF levels than HR rats at baseline, the resilient LR animals exhibited a significant upregulation of both bdnf exon VI mRNA and protein levels following social defeat, while HR rats failed to display this physiological response.
Differential vulnerability to social defeat is associated with a differential regulation of histone modifications at the bdnf promoter 6
Following our previous observations, we established that the differential BDNF regulation between HR and LR rats mediated their differential vulnerability to social defeat. As both the BDNF protein and mRNA levels, involving mainly exon VI, were affected, this led us to investigate whether HR and LR animals exhibited a differential transcriptional regulation of bdnf exon VI at baseline and in response to social defeat. The promoterspecific regulation of bdnf transcription in the hippocampus following social defeat and antidepressant treatment has been associated with local alteration of histone H3 acetylation, as well as K4 and K9 methylation (Tsankova et al., 2006) , demonstrating a crucial role played by the epigenetic regulation of bdnf promoters. Moreover, H3K9 methylation, a histone mark associated with transcriptional repression, has recently been demonstrated in the NAcc to play a major role in response to antidepressants and susceptibility to chronic social defeat (Wilkinson et al., 2009) . Using chromatin immunoprecipitation assays, we thus measured the levels of H3K4me 2 and AcK9K14H3, both associated with transcriptional initiation, as well as of H3K9me 2 at the bdnf promoter 6.
In line with the regulation of bdnf exon VI mRNA levels, LR rats exhibited higher levels of both activation marks (H3K4me 2 and AcK9K14H3) following social defeat, whereas HR animals did not, despite higher baseline levels (two-way ANOVA: H3K4me 2 : F (1,21) ϭ 1.86, p ϭ 0.187 for HR/LR; F (2,21) ϭ 2.78, p ϭ 0.084 for defeat; and F (2,21) ϭ 4.54, p ϭ 0.023 for the interaction; AcK9K14H3: F (1,24) ϭ 4.75, p ϭ 0.039 for HR/LR; F (2,24) Ͻ 1 for defeat; and F (2,24) ϭ 3.98, p ϭ 0.032 for the interaction; Fig. 5a ). This upregulation was associated with an opposite regulation of repressive histone marks in LR rats, as H3K9me 2 levels were reduced following both acute and repeated social defeat. In HR rats, H3K9me 2 remained unchanged after social defeat, despite lower levels than LR rats at baseline (two-way ANOVA: F (1,24) ϭ 12.94, p ϭ 0.001 for HR/LR; F (2,24) ϭ 3.75, p ϭ 0.038 for defeat; and F (2,24) ϭ 2.68, p ϭ 0.088 for the interaction; Fig. 5b ). In agreement with previous observations in mice (Tsankova et al., 2006) , no significant differences in the levels of DNA methylation at bdnf P6 were observed between HR and LR animals, neither at baseline nor in response to a repeated social defeat paradigm (4.18 Ϯ 0.23% for LR-N; 4.51 Ϯ 0.22% for LR-R; 4.25 Ϯ 0.26% for HR-N; and 4.31 Ϯ 0.38% for HR-R; two-way ANOVA: F (1,19) Ͻ 1 for all effects). These results demonstrate that the differential regulation of bdnf exon VI mRNA between HR and LR animals is associated with a coherent regulation of histone modifications at the bdnf promoter 6 (Fig. 6) .
A coherent differential regulation of epigenetic factors in HR and LR animals at baseline and following social defeat Following our previous experiments, we conducted an investigation of the epigenetic factors directly regulating the acetylation and methylation of histone H3. The mRNA levels of the H3K4-specific methyltransferase Mll1, the K-acetyltransferase CBP, as well as the H3K9-specific demethylase Kdm3a (Milne et al., 2002; Allis et al., 2007; Gaub et al., 2010) , were thus measured in the hippocampus 2 h and 30 min after the last defeat session.
In accordance to H3K4me 2 and AcK9K14H3 regulation, LR animals exhibited higher levels of both Mll1 and CBP following social defeat, whereas HR animals did not, despite higher baseline levels (two-way ANOVA: Mll1: F (1,36) ϭ 9.00, p ϭ 0.005 for HR/ LR; F (2,36) ϭ 3.12, p ϭ 0.056 for defeat; and F (2,36) ϭ 1.43, p ϭ 0.253 for the interaction; CBP: F (1,39) ϭ 10.04, p ϭ 0.003 for HR/LR; F (2,39) ϭ 2.17, p ϭ 0.127 for defeat; and F (2,39) Ͻ 1 for the interaction; Fig. 5c ). Interestingly, no significant or coherent variations in mRNA level coding for the K-acetyltransferases KAT2B and KAT5 (also known as PCAF and Tip60, respectively) were detected, strengthening the involvement of CBP in histone acetylation at bdnf P6 in the hippocampus following social defeat (Table 2) . Although no differences were observed between nondefeated animals, LR animals, but not HR animals, exhibited an upregulation of Kdm3a mRNA levels following acute defeat (Fig.  5d) , coherent with the lower H3K9me 2 at the bdnf promoter 6 observed in the same condition (Fig. 5b) . However, Kdm3a mRNA levels returned to baseline following repeated defeat, suggesting that Kdm3a is not involved in the maintenance of H3K9me 2 downregulation at bdnf P6 in LR animals (two-way ANOVA: F (1,35) Ͻ 1 for HR/LR; F (2,35) ϭ 4.14, p ϭ 0.024 for defeat; and F (2,35) ϭ 3.70, p ϭ 0.035 for the interaction). Nevertheless, following repeated defeat, Kdm3a mRNA levels were upregulated in HR rats and significantly higher than their LR counterparts, which is coherent with the trend for lower H3K9me 2 levels observed in HR rats compared with LR rats following repeated defeat (Fig. 5b) .
Together, these data suggest that the individual differences in the regulation of bdnf exon VI mRNA observed between HR and LR animals at baseline and in response to social defeat result from a coherent regulation of epigenetic factors, including Mll1 and CBP, as well as Kdm3a to a lesser extent, modulating bdnf transcription in a coordinated manner.
Discussion
In the present study, we highlight a critical role played by hippocampal BDNF and its epigenetic regulation in the individual differences in vulnerability to psychosocial stress. We have used an animal model of high and low novelty seeking that predicts subsequent vulnerability to social defeat. While the BDNF levels in the vulnerable high novelty seekers (HRs) are not altered by the psychosocial stress, the resilient low novelty seekers (LRs) exhibited an upregulation of BDNF exon VI mRNA and protein levels. This bdnf upregulation in LR animals was associated with a putative higher sensitivity to BDNF release and activation of the TrkB-AKT-CREB pathway. Importantly, preventing activation of BDNF signaling in LR rats, or inducing it in HR rats, was sufficient to reverse their respective resilience or vulnerability to social defeat. Finally, the differential BDNF regulation between HR and LR rats was associated with a coordinated epigenetic regulation specific to bdnf promoter 6. Together, these data demonstrate that upregulation, through exon VI, of BDNF expression and subsequent signaling in response to social defeat protected LR rats against the development of depressive-like symptoms, while HR rats, lacking such upregulation, were vulnerable.
Relying solely on a psychosocial stress, social defeat is an ethologically relevant model for depression inducing behavioral, metabolic, and endocrine alterations related to depression (Nestler and Hyman, 2010) . However, unlike other models such as CMS, these effects are also associated with anxiety-like symptoms, reproducing the comorbidity in humans between depression and anxiety disorders. Nevertheless, social defeat is repeatedly used to study individual differences in stress vulnerability. Interestingly, both vulnerable and resilient animals develop anxiety-like behaviors , a phenomenon also observed in the HR/LR model where both HR and LR animals develop anxietylike behaviors, while HR, but not LR rats, exhibit anhedonia and alterations in body weight gain (Duclot et al., 2011) . Social defeat can thus specifically reveal individual differences in vulnerability to depression, but the involvement of hippocampal BDNF in this process remains to be clearly defined.
In the hippocampus, the regulation of BDNF expression by chronic social stress is unclear, with some groups reporting a reduction, some reporting an increase, and others reporting no changes, very likely resulting from differences in experimental designs (Pizarro et al., 2004; Tsankova et al., 2006; Lagace et al., 2010; Coppens et al., 2011) . In our study, LR rats, but not HR rats, exhibited a BDNF upregulation following social defeat, similar to the effects of antidepressants on BDNF expression (Duman and Monteggia, 2006), which suggested that the BDNF upregulation was mediating LR resilience. In agreement with this hypothesis, preventing the subsequent activation of BDNF signaling in the DGs of LR rats before each defeat session promoted vulnerability, whereas its activation was sufficient to promote resilience. Interestingly, this also suggested that following social stress, LR animals present with an endogenous antidepressant-like response, as further supported by the differential regulation of bdnf transcripts. Antidepressant treatments and various stressors regulate BDNF expression through a specific regulation of bdnf transcripts. Although the regulation of transcript IXa in the hippocampus is poorly documented, an acute footshock stress triggers in the hippocampus an upregulation of bdnf transcripts I and IV, but not VI, through local increase in histone acetylation (Fuchikami et al., 2010) . Moreover, while exon VI mRNA levels in the hippocampus are increased following acute forced-swim stress only in animals pretreated with an antidepressant, exon IV Figure 6 . Low-novelty-seeking animals (LRs) exhibit a coordinated epigenetic regulation of the bdnf promoter 6 following social defeat, coherent with a transcriptional activation, whereas high-novelty-seeking animals (HRs) do not. The hippocampal bdnf promoter 6 is represented, associated with its regulation of histone modifications and corresponding epigenetic factors at baseline (top) and following acute (middle) or repeated defeat (bottom) in LR (left) and HR (right) animals. Following the first defeat session, LR animals display an upregulation of the K-acetyltransferases CBP and H3K4-specific methyltransferase Mll1, resulting in higher H3 acetylation and H3K4me 2 (middle, left). Interestingly, an increase of the H3K9-specific demethylase is also observed, leading to the removal of the repressive H3K9me 2 , which, unlike Kdm3a, is maintained following repeated exposure to the defeat (bottom, left). Similar to H3K9me 2 , the increases of H3K4me 2 , AcK9K14H3, Mll1, and CBP are also maintained after repeated defeat, promoting transcriptional activation of BDNF exon VI and resilience to social defeat. Compared with LR animals, HR animals exhibit at baseline (top, right) higher H3K4me 2 , CBP, and Mll1 levels, which, associated with lower H3K9me 2 , result in higher BDNF exon VI mRNA levels. Following repeated social defeat, however, only a slight increase in Kdm3a is observed but does not induce any further transcriptional activation, therefore leaving HR animals vulnerable to the social defeat. Arrows indicate increases in mRNA levels proportional to their width, compared with nondefeated animals (baseline) of the same phenotype. mRNA levels of histone acetyltransferases in the hippocampus of LR and HR animals, 2 h and 30 min following exposure to one (A) and four (R) defeat sessions, or an empty Long-Evans rat cage (N). Data (n ϭ 4 -10 per group) are represented as the mean Ϯ SEM, and were analyzed with a two-way ANOVA with HR/LR and defeat as independent factors, followed by Scheffé's post hoc test where appropriate. *p Ͻ 0.01 versus HR-N, Scheffé's post hoc test.
mRNA levels are increased by this stress regardless of prior antidepressant treatment (Molteni et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, exercise or repeated treatment with fluoxetine or reboxetine, all exhibiting antidepressant properties, upregulate the hippocampal mRNA levels of transcript VI but not IV (Baj et al., 2012) . These observations therefore suggest a specific involvement of transcript IV in the response to stress itself, while transcript VI upregulation might exert a protective function. Accordingly, we detected a similar response to social stress in both LR and HR rats, where the bdnf transcript IV was strongly upregulated by the acute stress regardless of the phenotype, whereas transcript VI mRNA upregulation was observed only in the resilient LR rats. Therefore, in addition to strengthening the role of hippocampal BDNF response in determining vulnerability to physical, environmental, as well as psychosocial stress (Blugeot et al., 2011; Taliaz et al., 2011) , our study highlights a specific role of transcript VI and its transcriptional regulation in these effects.
Thus, it appears critical to understand the molecular bases of bdnf transcript VI regulation. Interestingly, we uncovered a coherent and coordinated epigenetic regulation of its promoter 6. Indeed, LR and HR rats exhibited coherent individual differences in both histone H3 acetylation and methylation and their relevant enzymes. A similar H3 hyperacetylation at the bdnf promoter 6 was observed in the hippocampus following social defeat, but only under chronic antidepressant treatment (Tsankova et al., 2006) , strengthening the proposed protective role of the bdnf transcript VI. Nevertheless, although their simultaneous recruitment at bdnf promoters remains to be confirmed, our results suggest for the first time a coordinated role for Mll1 and CBP in the regulation of bdnf. CBP can be rapidly recruited to the bdnf promoter 6 in the rat hippocampus (Sui et al., 2010) , and its overexpression in the mouse brain upregulates hippocampal BDNF levels (Caccamo et al., 2010) , demonstrating that CBP can directly promote bdnf exon VI transcription. Although Mll1 has already been associated with the regulation of cerebral plasticity (Gupta et al., 2010) , its direct involvement in bdnf transcription remains unknown. However, in accordance with our observations, several lines of evidence suggest that Mll1 and CBP can directly interact (De Guzman et al., 2006; Arai et al., 2010) , which could therefore explain the concurrent histone H3 acetylation and K4 methylation observed in our study and previously .
In combination with the alteration of permissive histone modifications, we also uncovered a coherent regulation of repressive marks. Indeed, LR but not HR rats exhibited lower H3K9me 2 levels at bdnf promoter 6 following social defeat, revealing a coordinated epigenetic regulation facilitating bdnf exon VI transcription, where permissive and repressive histone modifications are increased or reduced, respectively. Without consideration of individual variability, another report found no changes in H3K9me 2 at bdnf promoters in the mouse hippocampus following chronic social defeat or antidepressant treatment (Tsankova et al., 2006) . Nevertheless, H3K9me 2 has been proposed as a critical regulator of response to social defeat and antidepressants in other brain structures. Indeed, in the mouse NAcc, a chronic antidepressant treatment reverses the genome-wide pattern of H3K9me 2 altered by social defeat to resemble the pattern of resilient animals (Wilkinson et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, overexpression of the histone methyltransferases G9a or Setdb1 in the NAcc or the forebrain, respectively, induces antidepressant effects (Jiang et al., 2010b; Covington et al., 2011) . It would thus be interesting to investigate the specific involvement of these epigenetic factors in the differential bdnf regulation observed in HR and LR animals.
Functionally, the individual differences between LR and HR rats in their vulnerability to social defeat are mediated by a differential activation of BDNF signaling. In the resilient LR rats, the BDNF upregulation following social defeat was associated with phosphorylation of CREB following TrkB activation, partly through induction of a pathway involving PI3K-Akt but not MSK1. However, we observed a disconnection, at baseline, between Akt and CREB activation in HR rats, with higher pCREB but not pAkt levels. It is noteworthy that TrkB.FL can also induce CREB phosphorylation through the PLC␥-CaMKII pathway (Cunha et al., 2010) , which could therefore explain the higher baseline phosphorylation of CREB in HR rats. However, although classic antidepressants seem to depend on intact monoamine levels to preferentially activate the PLC␥-CaMKII pathway (Saarelainen et al., 2003; Rantamäki et al., 2007) , BDNF and 7,8-DHF, both promoting stress resilience, as well as other nonclassical antidepressant approaches, activate the PI3K-Akt pathway (Cunha et al., 2010; Nakano et al., 2010; Furmaga et al., 2012; Gupta et al., 2013) . Interestingly, overexpression of the inactive TrkB.T1 isoform promotes vulnerability to social defeat in mice and prevents antidepressants' efficacy (Saarelainen et al., 2003; Razzoli et al., 2011) , which strongly suggests that the TrkB.T1 downregulation in LR animals after social defeat promoted their resilience. Despite a higher baseline, HR animals failed to further enhance hippocampal BDNF signaling following defeat, as observed in the resilient LR rats, strengthening the importance of BDNF response, rather than its absolute levels, in mediating stress resilience. In support, TrkB phosphorylation after social defeat is negatively correlated with locomotion in a novel environment, which predicts subsequent vulnerability to social defeat. Furthermore, preventing or inducing BDNF signaling activation in LR and HR rats, respectively, was sufficient to reverse their resilient and vulnerable phenotypes. In rats, novelty seeking is a good predictor of subsequent individual differences in vulnerability to stress, with low novelty seekers (LRs) and high novelty seekers (HRs) being less and more vulnerable, respectively. Here we demonstrate that such psychosocial stress resilience requires hippocampal BDNF upregulation, underlined by a specific and coordinated epigenetic upregulation of exon VI transcription. In addition to strengthening the role of BDNF as a critical regulator of stress resilience, the specific involvement of bdnf exon VI and its epigenetic regulation is now emphasized.
